What do I know about Ernest Rutherford?

Read the 10 questions below and circle what you think is the best answer

1) Rutherford’s picture appears on the New Zealand
   a) $10 note
   b) $20 note
   c) $50 note
   d) $100 note

2) Rutherford was born in
   a) England
   b) Scotland
   c) New Zealand
   d) United States

3) Rutherford went to England to study
   a) Biology
   b) Physics
   c) Mathematics
   d) Chemistry

4) Rutherford is famous as a
   a) Politician
   b) Scientist
   c) Business person
   d) Sports celebrity

5) In 1908 Rutherford was awarded
   a) Olympic gold
   b) Knighthood
   c) Nobel Prize
   d) Cabinet post in Government

6) Rutherford is remembered as the
   a) captain of the 1905 All Blacks
   b) founder of modern radio communication
   c) the only New Zealander to win the Nobel Prize
   d) father of nuclear science

7) Rutherford attended University at
   a) Otago
   b) Canterbury
   c) Wellington
   d) Auckland
8) Rutherford did work on hearing sound underwater to detect
   a) whale migrations
   b) fish for the fishing fleets
   c) submarines
   d) undersea active volcanoes

9) Rutherford showed his humanity by
   a) promoting the Treaty of Waitangi
   b) campaigning for the right to vote for women
   c) supporting refugees fleeing from Hitler
   d) promoting the setting up of the United Nations

10) Rutherford died, aged 66 in
    a) New Zealand
    b) Canada
    c) Australia
    d) England